Elite Triad Blocking Reform
Introduction
At the turn of the twentieth century, our country gleamed of promise. Having established
the first albeit short-lived republic in Asia, the country attained unprecedented human
development during the years leading to the Commonwealth era.
Now at the turn of the twenty-first century, the promise remains unfulfilled. There are
even those who warn us that we are regressing to a failed state.
Having survived a world war, faced off unending communist and separatist rebellions,
embraced democracy, experienced dictatorship, and born of two people's power revolutions, we
would have learned the lessons necessary to succeed as a nation. Sadly, we have not. By
imagining what we could have become, and looking at what we are now, we have indeed failed
to fulfill the promise.
How and why did we fail as a nation? What are the causes of our failure?
Some say the causes are cultural. Others say the causes are structural. In a sense, they are
both correct. These causes are interdependent, rather than independent. Everything is integrated,
and nothing isolated.i To see one but not the other is like a man with one leg. He can stand and
hop, but he cannot walk nor run.
Due to various limitations however, I will write about the structural causes only. Let
others more knowledgeable on these matters write about the cultural causes, as well as the
interplay between them.
Status Quo Ante
When our forefathers established Asia's first republic, they adopted the unicameral
parliamentary system.ii They chose this model free from any pressure from the first colonizer
Spain.
When their successors established the Philippine Commonwealth, they adopted the
bicameral presidential system.iii They evidently chose this model under the guidance of the
second colonizer the US.
Ostensibly, the Philippine bicameral presidential system copied the American model,
laden with repetitive check and balance provisions. On closer scrutiny however, it was worse.
Firstly, the president was elected directly at large (PH), and not indirectly by an electoral
college of local representatives (US). Secondly, the senators were elected in similar manner (PH),
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and not from the localities (US). Thirdly, the commonwealth constitution imposed nationality
requirements on strategic economic activities (PH), while the mother constitution carried no
economic restrictions whatsoever (US).
The presidential and senatorial elections were skewed in favor of the elite few. They were
obviously the only citizens anywhere capable of conducting or financing nationwide electoral
campaigns.
The economic restrictions appeared ironic. I thought the great strides in human
development then were due largely to massive foreign (American) investments in infrastructure
and education.
Notably, during the past 75 years, national elections at large had been dominated by rich
and famous candidates. Rich candidates are those who could afford to spend millions (now
billions) to make themselves known to the voters. Famous candidates are the entertainment,
sports and media celebrities who are already known to the voters. Thus, election to public office
was based on pure popularity without regard to actual performance.
In this milieu, the oligarchy - comprised of a few closely knit and immensely affluent
families - managed to exert strong influence over our national politics and economy.
During the last 25 years, an Elite Triad has emerged to preserve and protect the status quo
of unjust social structures. In their present form, they have evolved to become the new enemies
of genuine reform.
Elite Triad
What and who is the Elite Triad?
The Elite Triad is a union of local and foreign vested interests. It is comprised of the
Kamag-anak, Inc. (KG), the Kapamilya, Inc. (KP) and The Company, Inc. (CI).
KG and KP are large enterprises with holdings in mass media, public utilities and
agriculture. As their names imply, they are family based.
The CI is a foreign government institution with a global network. Created for licit
intelligence gathering, it is widely known to engage in illicit foreign intervention.iv
The Elite Triad successfully blocked constitutional reform during the FVR, Erap and
GMA administrations. The strategy was simple and effective. On one hand, they demonized the
main proponents by portraying the move as a power grab or a sell-out. On the other hand, they
pacified the advocates with false sympathy by pretending that their opposition was only about
timing.
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In hindsight, the Elite Triad opposed all constitutional reform, whether limited to certain
sections (i.e. term limits under FVR) or articles (i.e. economic provisions under Erap; sub-state
for Muslims under GMAv), or encompassing the entire constitution (i.e. Con-Comm under
GMA). The mode was not important, whether by people's initiative (under FVRvi and GMAvii),
constituent assembly (under Erap and GMA), or constitutional convention (under GMA). What
was important was to ensure that no proposed amendment whatsoever was put to a vote by the
people.
The Elite Triad also played a key role in the election of Noynoy as president,viii courtesy
of Smartmatic's PCOS technology. Why did it support Noynoy? It's obviously because Noynoy,
being a clone of his mother Cory, has always opposed constitutional reform in whatever form.
What is the agenda of the Elite Triad?
It is both economic and political, local and regional.
Elite Triad's Economic agenda
Local agenda
The economic agenda of KG and KP is to ensure that local consumers remain the captive
market of local monopolists. This is done by protecting Filipino business interests against
potential foreign competitors in strategic industries. The protectionist measures ordinarily come
in the form of constitutional or statutory prohibitions against the entry of competing foreign
investors. For example, the 1987 Constitution requires a minimum 60% Filipino equity
requirement for public utilitiesix and agricultural land,x and a full 100% Filipino equity for mass
media.xi
With these protectionist clauses in mind, did you ever ask yourself how many among the
90 million Filipinos are financially capable of owning 60% of a public utility (like Meralco,
PLDT and Globe), or 100% of a television and radio network or broadsheet (like ABS-CBN,
DZMM, PDI and Philstar)?
Incidentally, the 1987 Constitution also requires a minimum 70% Filipino equity for
advertising companies.xii I could not understand then why the so-called Cory-Bernas Constitution
would digress from previous constitutions and henceforth treat advertising as a strategic industry.
I always thought advertising was mainly for commercial and non-political purposes. It would be
totally different however if what the framers had in mind was advertising for political and noncommercial purposes. Ad agencies here can work to mold public opinion for or against elective
candidates, destabilize government administrations, influence government policies and muddle
national issues.
In passing, they probably forgot to impose Filipino equity requirements on survey firms
(like SWS and Pulse Asia). As we now know, survey firms are also powerful tools in molding
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public opinion, when used in conjunction with mass media, under the over-all direction of an ad
agency.
In both state and private universities, professors (who do not know any better) implant in
the minds of their students the concept that Filipino business interest is synonymous with
national interest. This is of course foolish.
In reality the opposite is true. By preventing the entry of foreign investors into the local
economy, you actually prevent the creation of jobs, as well as the supply of competing goods.
These protectionist measures ironically deprive Filipino workers and consumers, of alternative
job opportunities and of lower priced or better quality goods.
In post-graduate schools on business administration, students are taught that there is a
divergence between the economic interests of the enterprise owners vis-a-vis the enterprise
managers.xiii By analogy, there is a similar divergence between the economic interests of the
enterprise owners and the enterprise workers.xiv By further correlation, there is obviously a great
divergence between the economic interests of the enterprise owners and the buyers of their goods
and services.
The conclusion is inescapable – Filipino business interest is NOT synonymous with
Filipino national interest.
Is it not better for a Filipino bread winner to simply work for a foreign company in the
country, than to work overseas also under a foreign employer but in a foreign land and under a
foreign government? This way the bread winner does not have to leave his or her family for long
periods of time.
Does not the principle of social justice say that those who have less in life should have
more in law?xv Why does constitution give more protection to the Filipino businessmen, at the
expense of the Filipino workers and consumers who have less in life? In many cases (such as
public utilities, mass media, plantation farms and universities), the protected class are billionaire
businessmen.
Another perplexing rule is the restriction of foreign investments in education.xvi Is state
regulation of educational institutions not sufficient to safeguard the national interest?xvii Are not
all educational institutions required to adopt the standard government approved curriculum
anyway regardless of ownership? Why prevent foreign investors from investing in new
classrooms and introducing modern teaching methods? Do not Filipinos themselves seek higher
education abroad to improve their educational attainment? Why not invite these foreign schools
instead to teach students here in the country? I thought that the perennial shortage of classrooms
was conclusive proof that we have an extreme shortage of investments in the education sector.
Still another mind boggling rule is the bar against foreign investors from exploiting oil
and other natural resources in the Philippines, unless they first enter into a joint venture with
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Filipino businessmen.xviii Does not the state own all natural resources under the doctrine of jura
regalia?xix Does the state really need the inter-mediation of a Filipino businessman, who is
practically just a middleman, before it can enter into a contract with a foreign company? Cannot
the state just dispense with the Filipino middleman, who in most if not all cases anyway has
neither the technology nor capital to undertake this type of activity?
Foreign agenda
The economic agenda of the CI is more nebulous. Some say it simply wants to defer the
commercial exploitation of natural resources throughout the archipelago until 2020, because that
is when their current production will start to fall.
How I wish I could validate this disturbing theory, but unfortunately I could not.
I recall however the media instigated controversy about a projected oil venture in the
Spratleys involving the Philippines, Vietnam and China. The venture provoked loud expressions
of displeasure by the US, and awakened its sleeper agents both inside and outside of the
Philippine government.xx
I also recall that the US reaction perplexed the chief executive of PNOC-EDC. I believe
he said that they offered the project first to the US. However, they were not interested. Curiously,
when he turned to the Chinese and Vietnamese, the US protested.
Do we really have to wait for the US until 2020 before we can start to explore and exploit
our oil resources in the Spratleys?
Elite Triad's Political agenda
The political agenda of the Elite Triad is two-fold. The first is to ensure control or strong
influence over the selection process for key national government officials. The second is to keep
government weak and incapable of introducing changes to the status quo of unjust social
structures.
Control or strong influence in the selection of key national government officials is done
through the adoption and continuance of nationwide elections at large as the preferred mode of
selecting the president and the senators.xxi These officials represent control of the entire
executive branch and half of the legislative branch.
The chosen electoral process is combined with ownership and control of national mass
media. Recently, the control of mass media has been complemented by ownership, control or
influence over the leading survey firms.
xxii

All these factors together complete the apparatus of control over the national agenda. The
Elite Triad decides what issues are discussed and what are not. Of course, the Elite Triad also
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decides who is good and who is evil.
Keeping government weak and incapable of challenging the present social order is done
in two measures. The first is to separate the executive branch from the legislative branch.xxiii This
measure makes for institutional gridlocks between the separated political branches and turns
them against each other. The second is to divide the legislative branch into two separate
chambers.xxiv This measure also makes for institutional gridlocks between the separated
chambers and likewise turns them against each other.
In contrast, under a unicameral parliamentary system, the executive and legislative
branches are combined under the parliament, and the parliament in turn is comprised of only one
chamber.xxv This is definitely a much stronger government system, capable of putting in check
the all powerful Elite Triad itself.
Only a monarchy or a military dictatorship would be stronger than a unicameral
parliament. Neither system however is acceptable to the people today.
Perpetuation of Status Quo
To ensure the perpetuation of the unjust social structures, the highest law of the land
adopted the most restrictive sovereignty provisions for amending the constitution.
Thus, the 1987 Constitution requires the affirmative vote of three-fourths of all its
members to directly propose amendments,xxvi two-thirds of all the members of Congress to call a
constitution convention,xxvii and the petition of at least twelve percent (12%) of the total number
of registered voters, of which every legislative district must be represented by at least three
percent (3%) of the registered voters therein, to likewise directly propose amendments through
initiative.xxviii
Considering the prevailing government structures where the political branches are
separatedxxix and bifurcatedxxx thereby turning them against each other, the manner of selecting
the president and the senators skewed in favor of the elite few, taken in relation to the country's
fairly large voter base of more than 50 millionxxxi out of a citizen population of more than 90
million,xxxii the mere act of proposing amendments to the constitution has become virtually
impossible.
This is apparently the best way to undermine the people's sovereignty and subvert
democracy.xxxiii You prevent the conduct of any plebiscite on proposed changes to the
constitution, by simply preventing anyone from proposing changes. We can debate all we want
provided we cannot vote on it. That is democracy as far as the Elite Triad is concerned.
By comparison, the mother constitution of the US requires only a two-thirds vote by both
Houses to directly propose amendments.xxxiv
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IEC social tool
For this writing, we may define the concept of Information, Education and
Communications (IEC) as a process of engaging people, using various modes of communication,
to disseminate information and impart knowledge, for the purpose of changing their behavior.
As a social tool, IEC may be used to promote the general welfare of the people (i.e.
health, poverty alleviation, environmental protection, etc.). At the other end however, it may also
be used to manipulate the minds of the people, subvert their democracy and violate their
sovereignty.
Where the IEC is used in a negative way, the preferred method of manipulation is to
“poison the channels of public information.”xxxv
In pursuit of a specific regime change objective, IEC may be directed to vilify the
incumbent administration, erode the people's trust and confidence in government, and mobilize
support for its ouster and replacement by a friendly regime.
The vilification generally consists of charges of corruption and human rights violations.
The evidence or truthfulness of the charges are immaterial. The only thing material is that the
charges stick in the minds of the people.
During the recent regime change operation of the Elite Triad against the GMA
administration, the IEC focused on questioning the legitimacy of her government by alleging
massive cheating during the 2004 elections.xxxvi Foreign intervention became so blatant in that
US Embassy Chargé d’Affaires Joseph Mussomeli openly praised to high heavens the mutinous
Hyatt 10 while being interviewed by ANC 21 of ABS-CBN at the height of the crisis.xxxvii This is
what we now know as the Garci tape scandal.xxxviii
Looking back, this IEC operation largely succeeded in vilifying GMA before the local
and overseas populace, eroding the people's support for her government. However, it failed to
produce the desired regime change to oust her from office.
A source from media opined that this IEC campaign against GMA cost the Elite Triad at
least 10 billion pesos during the period of 2005-2010. I thought the actual figure was much
higher. The estimate given sounds more like the high end cost of a presidential campaign. The
IEC for regime change extended for a period much longer than the usual presidential campaign.
I presume the Elite Triad also poured funds and resources to instigate and finance the
various coup attempts against GMA, none of which however came close to the intensity of the
December 1989 coup against Cory Aquino.
IEC for constitutional reform
In a positive way, the IEC may also be used to pursue constitutional reform.
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Based however on the frustrating experience of the advocates during the last 25 years, it
is clear that the IEC cannot be limited to the mere communication of the merits of constitutional
reform.
Why?
It is because the Elite Triad does not play fair. It plays dirty.
Apart from the basic IEC focusing on the merits of shifting to a unicameral parliamentary
system and lifting restrictions on foreign investments in strategic industries, the advocates will
also need to counter the dirty tricks of the Elite Triad.
As a citizen advocate for reform, I am not saying that we need to activate our own dirty
tricks department. What I am saying is that we also need to exert a major major effort to counter
the lies of the Elite Triad with the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth.
With this in mind, I offer another meaning for IEC:
I – identify the key players and affiliated groups of the Elite Triad, particularly those in
media and the academe, so the people may recognize the false prophets in their midst.
E – expose the vested interests and anomalous transactions of the Elite Triad, particularly
the affiliate transactions of plunder proportions during the first Aquino administration,xxxix so
the people may be cautious of the wolves in sheep's clothing.
C – call on the people to unite and reject the lies and pretenses of the Elite Triad, because
no one else will protect the people's interests except the people themselves.
I am not saying that we do an Osama Bin Laden. What I am saying is that we do a
Mahatma Gandhi. We must take peaceful, non-violent and concerted action to resist and reject
the Elite Triad.
The ultimate objective will be to degrade the capability of the Elite Triad to dominate our
politics and economy. At that point, they may continue to engage our people and the state, but no
longer from a dominant position of control and influence.
Mabuhay,
Dodong aka Ka Kiko
30 November 2010
http://dodongakakakiko.blogspot.com
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